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The most polarizing man of his era, Napoleon Bonaparte has remained a source of controversy

ever since. Did his dictatorship crush the French Revolution, or carry its ideals to their logical

conclusion? Was he a conqueror-tyrant who sought war for the sake of glory, or was he forced into

conflict to defend his beloved France? Was he a throwback to sixteenth-century â€œabsolute

monarchs,â€• or the great modernizer of nineteenth-century Europe? Or was he all of these things at

once? In this compact, highly readable biography, Alexander Kennedy examines these questions

and more. He traces Napoleonâ€™s history back to the bloody hillsides of Corsica, from his rise as

a young artillery officer to the summit of greatness. We see at how Napoleonâ€™s rule forever

changed a continent, but also how his overreach led to his shocking fall from power. To understand

the story of Napoleon, Hughes persuasively shows, is to understand Europe itselfâ€”both in

Napoleonâ€™s era and today. "If you want a thing done well, do it yourself." - Napoleon Bonaparte

Buy Now to Discover: Napoleonâ€™s tactics at Austerlitz, Waterloo, and other crucial battles.How

the French conquest of Corsica shaped Napoleonâ€™s childhood.Napoleonâ€™s troubled marriage

to the faithless Josephine.The French invasion of Egypt and discovery of the Rosetta Stone.The

sale of Louisiana to the United States.Napoleonâ€™s 1814 suicide attempt.The daring escape from

Elba that allowed Napoleon to make his final stand. Buy Now and Read The True Story of Napoleon

Bonaparte... Thank you in advance for buying our book. We know you'll love it!
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I love biographies and history so this book was right up my alley of interest. It is well written and



weaves a captive story for the reader. The vocabulary in this book is geared toward adults and

well-read teenagers. It details Napoleon's life from early in his life and through his adult years. As

we know, some of the most brilliant minds also have deep psychological issues and, in Napoleon's

case, that is what ultimately led to his demise. The author is thorough in his detailing of all aspects

of Napoleon's personality. Napoleon was highly intelligent and resourceful but also emotionally

charged and could be heartlessly cruel. This book is an interesting and enthralling read.*I received

this product at a discount in exchange for my unbiased opinion and review. I have been encouraged

to be honest in my review and have been asked to provide feedback whether it's positive, negative

or neutral.I have not received any compensation or incentive from the company for this review. I am

not affiliated with this company or any of their products in any way. The views expressed here are

my own, based on my personal use and experience. I treat each product review as though I paid full

price and choose to review so that you can make the best, informed decision before purchase.

A real refresher of the exploits and life of one of the greatest strategist in history. Napoleons life is a

testament to the possibilities that one can archive in life if they put their mind & focus all their effort

on its attainment. As an entrepreneur this little book accounting the life of Napoleon has given me

so many success tips that I can put to good use for my own success. I guess Hitler did not study the

life of Napoleon, because if he did, he would have avoided invading Russia as winter was

approaching. Military historians all agree that Russia was saved from complete subjugation by the

German army because of the harsh winter, and nothing else. That was Napoleons mistake as well

that started his gradual downward spiral from the height of his success & power. Great read!!!

An applicable work with a lot of examination and a reasonable and thorough style. In a few cases,

points of interest of awesome significance are specified that pass on an unmistakable picture of

fights, or components, or individuals, conveyed to consideration without precedent for books about

the subject. The understood and most well known parts and deeds are carried with an admirable

interest for clear portrayals that demonstrate to us the considerable military and lawmaker down to

business in his numerous qualities and his quest for aggregate flawlessness through acing of the

subtle elements around his wonderful life.

I first developed an interest in Napolean (who hasn;'t?) when I studied him at school, but all that

taught me was the history side to his story -the battles, the tactics, his triumphs and in the end his

losses. I think what got me interested was the fact of his rapid rise and fall, then his exile to elba and



his escape. This book though goes beyond the well known and documented facts and really gets

into the perssona of the man and I really enjoyed the insights it gave me and I now feel I know a

once great man a lot better. Good job.

I read this book and found it to be an excellent history of all of Napoleon's campaigns. It was a very

interesting book it was well written, and it also had good maps of all the campaigns and battles.

Hughes describes fully each campaign and battle ever personally lead by Napoleon in the greatest

detail. His chapter devoted to Napoleon's art of war provides the kind of analysis and synthesis of

Napoleon's strategic ideas and battle methods you probably can't find anywhere else. I would

recommended this book.

This ebook is has total of 94 pages, which is divides into eight chapters. Each chapter has a

variable content from Napoleon's Early life, Making his Mark, Seizing Power, Expansion,

Overreaching, Defeat and Collapse, Last Stand, and Death and Legacy. Each chapter extends in a

variable number of pages, from 8, 16 to 35. I like the vocabulary used on this context, it is

understandable and easy to read. I have received this ebook for free in exchange for my honest

review.

It was a pleasure to read a and fully understand how Napoleon found his way from obscurity in

Corsica to become the greatest warrior of France ! His vision and unique understanding of the

battlefield, his vision and successful introduction and building of canals, development of a banking

system and civil code of law made France a respected country in Europe until his aggressions

became too much and too far. Like so many great men, he did not know when to stop!

The book was at most an overview of Napoleons life. If that is all you want it works. But if you want

more you won't find that in these pages. I was looking for more after reading other biographies

about other famous people.
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